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Abstract: Cyber space as a new dimension of human activities has brought new possibilities not only for economic development 

offering new possibilities in information exchange together with approach to online data sources worldwide but also for human to human 

communication and entertainment in general. These factors underline not only its political magnitude but also have become important from 

military point of view in two directions. On one hand, freedom of use the cyber space has been one of vital state interests to be protected by 

military power. On the other hand, the cyber space has been a new way how to disrupt potential adversary´s economic, political as well as 

military power.  

Importance of this new, but already explored, battlefield should be reflected about defence planning of the country to develop 

requirements of appropriate capabilities to protect own interests and if necessary, to limit power of potential adversary in general.  
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1. Introduction 

Human civilisation through its history has been exploring wider 

spectrum of domains for its activities, starting from land, later sea, 

air, inner space to the contemporarily the newest one, cyber space. 

Always the use of a new domain started without rules and 

regulations with a feeling of a new dimension of freedom with 

growing breadth and intensity of use. This new domain become 

more and more commercial, bringing economic profit. In effort to 

avoid losing this profit while trying to provide freedom of use of 

this new domain this issue becomes a part of a political agenda and 

appropriate regulations have been put in practise. As usually, 

primarily a space for enthusiastic amateurs become an unavoidable 

part of regular business.  

Any area where growing economic interests and profit have 

appeared, it has become attractive for criminal groups and political 

authorities with its police services have to protect interests of 

economic actors as well as population of a country. The use of the 

new domain has been one of state interests and as such it has to be 

protected.  

At the same time also military has found its own use of this new 

domain and has been developing appropriate capabilities typical for 

this new domain. Military planners have included this new domain 

into their sphere of activities, units with appropriate doctrines, 

equipment and training have been built up and their possible 

engagement has been included into operational plans and when 

necessary also into military operations. 

Protection of military capabilities is inherited under common 

conditions. Except protective capabilities, military itself as a tool of 

the state policy, has always to protect proper capabilities to act 

properly in all considered domains explored by the state. Together 

with protective capabilities, an unavoidable part of military business 

is also to have appropriate offensive capabilities and to be able to 

use them when appropriate political authorities decide to do so.  

 

Similar process was followed at the beginning of the use of air 

space at the beginning of the 20th century, when agreement to 

regulate the use of air space was signed in Paris in 1919 [1]. 

 
Fig. 1 Illustration of various domains of human activities within 

Global Commons idea 

Source: The Internet 

 

Approximate process of setting up rules and principles of the use of 

outer space exploration was completed by United Nations Treaties 

and Principles on Outer Space [2]. Exploration of inner and outer 

space (in following text only space) is more specific due to extreme 

technological requirements and financial costs. This domain has 

been organised by developed large states only owning appropriate 

resources and industrial basis. Since the beginning the massive use 

of space capabilities were focused on military purposes therefore 

agreements how to explore this domain and what is prohibited here 

were focused mainly on military side of human activities. 

2.Specific features of cyber space. 

In opposite to the space, exploration of the newest domain, the 

cyber space, last two decades of the 20th century, brought unseen 

development in electronics, communication and computer 

technology that created basis for massive enlargement of this new 

technologies not only among commercial companies but mainly 

among population. The Internet, originally created just for scientific 

and military use only, has become a basis of a global network 

containing countless number of computers used for various 

purposes and belonging assorted owners. Other parts of the Internet 

and other network like modems, routers, servers and data storage 

arrays (cyber objects) are critical parts enabling electronic data 

networks working properly. The Internet has been recognised as a 

main representative of electronic data networks and it is possible to 

take it as a basis transmission mean of the cyberspace. Concerning 

electronic devices connected to the Internet there is permanently 

growing number of various sensors, appliances of various purposes 

owned by the state, public or physical persons creating with internet 

specific category known as the Internet of things (IoT). These 

“things” usually work independently in automatic regime and their 

control or possible misuse might be a nightmare within cyber-space. 

 

Also unprecedented boom of the media use given by technological 

advance reinforces the importance of the Internet not only for 

commercial activities but mainly for public use.  

Moreover, classic written communication has been in large scale 

replaced quickly by electronic, data communication via the Internet. 

Early analogue telephone and facsimile communication later 

replaced by digital data communication also partially relying on the 

Internet. 

Massive development and use of electronic media with broad public 

availability on the Internet as a transmission mean is a basis for 

popular entertainment (infotainment) today. 

 

Large part of electronic data network is also transmitted using 

environment of wireless electromagnetic signals radiation and 

reception. In effort to protect interests of all legal users of this 

domain, the exploration here is strictly regulated. Only strict 

compliance with rules enables regulated, commercial use of plenty 

of various services for majority of population, e.g. TV and radio 

broadcasting, local or global navigation systems, mobile phones, 
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Wi-Fi, Bluetooth wireless data communication etc. All mentioned 

ways of wireless data communication can be connected to the 

Internet. 

 

Origin of cyber-attacks do not be necessarily easily discovered. 

Potential attackers might be simple teenagers trying their abilities to 

penetrate through various firewalls to protected networks as a 

symbol of their abilities and adulation among their friends. Other 

attackers are criminally motivated individuals or groups in their 

efforts to gain money or other profit and various private or state-

owned services with a goal to obtain needed information. These 

three groups of attackers work under cover not exposing results of 

their attacks in public. Monitoring their activities is a part of routine 

police business or specific bodies within commercial national or 

international organisation with the task to protect their interests. 

Protection against these attacks are part of common security 

protection of all, potential or already attacked objects ranging from 

simple users of any PC to administrators of large electronic data 

exchange networks. It is not common these attacks would be 

centrally coordinated therefore their consequences are not fatal for 

the state as a whole. Due to the fact, these attacks are mainly treated 

as criminal activities. Trapped attackers can be pursued by common 

judicial system.  

 

Since resent history there are remarkable orchestrated and 

coordinated more sophisticated activities of groups in service of 

state or international organisations trying to eliminate the whole 

vital state-owned networks threatening routine work of state 

administration, economic objects or military headquarters. These 

attacks are massive, well-prepared and coordinated that is clear 

mark of existence of professional hackers organised and paid by 

states.  

3. Electromagnetic spectrum analogy for the cyber 

space  

The use of any domain by one side principally limits the use of the 

same domain by other users, this fact is generally known. This is 

main reason of regulation of any activities within any domain of 

human activities. But there is one, already broadly used domain of 

human activities, where is practically impossible to use the same 

part of this domain for several different purposes in one spot and it 

is EM spectrum with its frequency bands. Some details for the use 

of this domain might help to define the right approach how to 

formulate regulations for this domain. 

 

Due to truly wide use of electronic devices relying on wireless EM 

spectrum connection all interference may cause large troubles these 

devices are to have interference-suppressed technical measures 

inherited not relying on their users´ skills only. These technical 

measures are focused not only on suppression of parasitic 

interference but also on increasing protection against aimed as well 

as coincidental jamming. Since the whole spectrum of wireless EM 

signals use is intensively explored and monitored permanently, any 

illegal activities are discovered and addressed promptly.  

 

Concerning military side of this dimension, in peace-time military 

units and organisations work as other, commercial and 

governmental users with specific bands reserved just for specific 

military activities. Military authorities together with specific 

governmental and Police organisations, may be also authorised to 

monitor adherence to all valid rules of EM signals radiation.  

 

Completely different situation is expected beyond the peacetime. 

Military forces can be authorised to carry out the second part of 

their mission, to limit access of their adversary to all domains of 

human activities, including EM spectrum. These activities are 

known as A2/AD (Anti Access / Access Denial). One of specific 

feature of EM spectrum, there is just only one spectrum for all users 

in all times. The consequence is although some powers can 

eliminate the use of EM spectrum for their adversary, in the same 

time, this spectrum would be disabled also for their own forces as 

well as for all other users. The result is all active measures focused 

on A2/AD for the adversary are limited by needs of their own forces 

and state organisations. This approach is followed by electronic 

warfare (EW) concept within almost all military forces world-wide; 

protection of the use of EM spectrum for own forces and limit the 

access for the adversary. It means EW forces have to have 

capabilities for defensive as well as offensive activities related to 

EM spectrum.  

 

Among various concepts of EW there is one more generic being 

interesting by one specific approach focused, except others, on a 

destruction of electronic objects, e.g. electronic devices and systems 

of this purpose, their standpoints, C2, CIS and networks. I.a.w. this 

concept electronic objects can be targeted not only by EW attacks 

or strikes using only EM energy like jamming, deception, 

disinformation, but primarily for all kinetic energy weapons [3] 

launched or fired from land, air or sea-based platforms. Similarly, 

the EW in this case calculates also with massive electronic strike [4] 

or broad-spectrum barrage jamming attacking large numbers of 

electronic targets during most important moments of an operation.  
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Fig 2 Illustration of more generic EW concept focused on the use of 

broad spectrum of tools within common conventional warfare 

 

It seems, the same approach is possible to follow also in the cyber 

space due to similar situation in EM spectrum and cyber domain. 

Both domains are explored broadly in commercial and social 

spheres, and even it is technically possible to block it temporarily or 

permanently, the consequences of this act would have catastrophic 

impact from economic, social and also political reasons.  

 

These two specific features would have to be respected within 

defence planning analogically as they are in the case of electronic 

warfare (EW) capabilities.  

4. Defence planning of cyber space activities  

Defence against cyber-attacks evocated some thoughts. Many 

cyber-attacks are linked to a little education or less responsibility of 

users of electronic devices exploring the cyber-space. Juridical 

rhetorical question concerning accountability of careless user of 

unprotected personal computer misused for cybernetic attack on 

vital network of internet site. It is possible to force users of PCs to 

protect them against possible misuse as a one of defence lines 

within cyber defence at state level. 

 

Other question is what legal and legitimate possibilities are in order 

to block, if necessary, the Internet in some region entirely or 

disconnect local networks as parts of the Internet from world-wide 

internet networks. Furthermore, are there possibilities to control 

internet traffic in some country legally, when necessary, due to 

highly probable threat of cyber-attack in accordance of a 

governmental decision being responsible for defence of the 

country? What would be economic and mainly social and political 

consequences of this decision? 

 

Concerning cyber-attacks, it is necessary to understand all 

possibilities offered by technology development.  

Problems with identification of the cyber-space attacker which can 

explore large number of remote-controlled computers after infected 
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them by appropriate malware. This approach is already known. 

Combination of this approach with EW possibilities to infect 

connected devices by wireless communication is already mentioned 

in quite old article written by Bogdanov [4].  

 

This kind of attack might be conducted also by small drone 

penetrating covertly into vicinity of an important object using Wi-Fi 

or Bluetooth wireless communication to place malware into the 

network. Instead of the hidden drone a well visible EW aircraft can 

be also used but the originator of the attack will be generally 

known. Demonstration of power is also effective and possible.  

This cyber-attack using EW tactics may block temporarily all 

electronic activities within this object with fatal consequences due 

to too high relying on electronics in military environment without 

possibility to operate in manual regime at least at the basic level 

when necessary.  

 

Another important fact valid also in cyber-space is there are already 

mainly commercially based non-state actors having large offensive 

capabilities than many small countries and these actors are not 

under effective control of any state. These actors might play 

important role in possible future armed conflicts also within the 

cyber-space. 

 

Three main directions of military activities of all domains valid also 

within the cyber space, have been already mentioned. The Internet 

working properly belongs to one of vital interests of the country and 

therefore this interest has to be protected and, if necessary, to be 

enforced at state level.  

 

The first one is a protection of individual devices working in or 

exploring cyber-space that should be carried out by their users at 

working level (working protective measures) that can be reinforced 

by technical parameters of used equipment (technical protective 

measures). The second direction include protective measures at 

organisational level of a concrete organisation containing e.g. 

monitoring traffic within networks and reaction promptly on any 

unusual activities and provision of sufficient reserve. Existence of 

reserve devices, whole systems and networks being able to replace 

disabled ones temporarily or permanently is a basis of quick 

response on cyber-attacks. The third direction is focused on 

development of appropriate capabilities for offensive measures 

against similar objects of potential adversary when decided. 

 

Principally, cyber-space activities are under responsibility of users 

of this domain. At state level usually governments are obliged to 

run the country properly that includes also defence of the country in 

general. As already mentioned, cyber-space has become a new 

battlefield enlarging already existing space of military activities. 

Therefore, protection of state interests in cyber-space against 

individual and massive cyber-attacks should be an issue for defence 

planning of the country. 

 

The country by its own sovereign political decision can become a 

part of international organisation providing common defence for its 

member states. In this case this organisation being responsible for 

common defence should also organise defence planning in all 

related domains including cyber space.  

Concerning NATO as major provider of the common defence in this 

region, this organisation considered the cyber-space as a new 

domain of defence planning by the Wales summit declaration [5] 

and also declared cyber-attack as a possible casus beli under article 

V of Washington Treaty [6]. 

 

There are two main reasons of this decision. Firstly, cyber-attacks 

can be considered as a part of nonlinear warfare described in 

Gerasimov´s text [7] within well-orchestrated subliminal offensive 

activities against adversary soft skin targets within starting phases 

of a conflict without using lethal capabilities. NATO has recognised 

approach to the conflict as a hybrid warfare. The second reason is 

cyber-attacks on vital cyber objects of adversary country may cause 

similar destructive effect as an armed conflict.  

 

Although protection of the country is primarily under its 

responsibility also i.a.w. article III of the Washington Treaty, 

NATO also assists in this area by helping running NATO 

Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence (CCD COE) in 

Tallin [8]. On of products of this COE is the Tallin Manual 2.0 [9]) 

describing among others legal aspects of activities within the cyber-

space. 

 

Beside this majority of countries within and also out of NATO 

develop their own cyber, officially mainly defensive capabilities. 

 

Before mentioned facts should be considered in the defence 

planning in all three directions. In support of this work there should 

be developed specific scenarios describing the most probable and 

the most demanding situations in the cyber space. Experiences from 

recent history concerning conducted large or individual cyber-

attacks and possible typical future situations should be taken in 

account. Defining exact capabilities to defend and assert own 

interests in the cyber-space can be inspired by examples from other 

domains. Generated cyber-space capability requirements satisfying 

all scenarios should be checked by other approaches, e.g. by 

concept of a use of armed forces enriched by practical experiences. 

These planning defence activities are elaborated in NATO Defence 

Planning Process [10] 

Conclusion 

Cyberspace as a new domain of human activities having increasing 

economic, social and political importance has become important 

also militarily. Military role is given not only due to before 

mentioned activities but also its own growing dependence on CIS 

exploring electronically based information networks. These 

arguments stressed necessity to include this new domain into 

defence planning of the country where other domains are already 

considered. Set of capability requirements as a result of the defence 

planning should contain needed capabilities for protection of 

nation´s interests together with capabilities to limit offensive power 

of any potential adversary.  
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